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“Yes Alex, that’s perfect!” a photographer called out, continued to snap photos as Alex
Crockford peeled off his dress shirt and
revealed his shirtless torso. Despite it
being waxed and thus devoid of any
body hair, the man still exuded an
intimidating physique as he flexed his
bicep on one arm while turning his body
to showcase the tribal tattoo on his
other shoulder.

As the hunky fitness influencer
continued to taunt the camera with his
bulging muscles, his mind began to
wander and think about just how
incredible his life was. Understandably,
Alex was still mainly in awe about the
fact that he hadn’t been Alex just a few
months prior. Instead, he used to be
Philip, a mid-20s office worker who had
the biggest crush on Crockford.

* * * * *

After one fateful day where Philip took a private class with the fitness influencer, the two
men were somehow transformed into the other as they took a selfie. While Philip was
able to retain memories of who he once used to be, the former Alex had seemingly lost
all memories of his previous life. In fact, the man had seamlessly adopted the Philip
persona as if he had been living as him for his entire life. It had been mystifying for
Philip at first, forced to observe the former model adopting his same nervous tics and
mannerisms. But this mystery soon turned to pure shock as he watched the man
anxiously say thanks for the photo before scurrying away to begin his new and drab life
of living at home with his family and dealing with petulant children every single weekday.

While the real Alex had undergone a severe downgrade, the real Philip was
understandably thriving with his new life. Not only did he have the muscles he had
always longed to achieve one day, but he was living a life filled with love, exorbitant



wealth, and success. Despite at first being uncomfortable with attempting to fill in Alex’s
shoes in terms of being with his newly-wedded wife, Philip soon found himself getting
more and more comfortable within the relationship as time went on. The woman, who
was named Sarah, was an absolute darling for him, willing to do anything and
everything he desired due to just how much she adored Alex.

Due to this, Philip was quick to give in to
the woman’s desire to take care of him,
allowing her to service him in any way he
deemed fit: a good old-fashioned muscle
worshiping session where her lips grazed
every inch of his manly and sweaty body, a
wild and messy blowjob session where she
fully showcased her thirst for him via just
how far she allowed Alex’s impressive
manhood to forcefully travel down her
throat, or even the standard of intercourse
where she allowed him to fully dominate
and lead her into any position he desired.
Understandably, Philip too had quickly
fallen for his new wife, now understanding
why such a virile and still-attractive hunk
would settle down at only 30 years old.

In regards to exorbitant wealth and
success, Philip’s infiltration of the Alex Crockford identity had seemingly helped further
the man’s business. With the hunky body of Alex and his own intelligent mind, the
combination proved to be fruitful as Philip found the memberships for Alex’s Crockfit
program skyrocketed each and every month. Sure, this could mainly be attributed to
“Alex’s” newfound desire to share near-constant thirst traps, but Philip also viewed this
as to be part of his business-savvy mind in terms of attempting to seem more
approachable and ordinary via his Twitter or Instagram stories to attract those who feel
shunned or out-of-place within the fitness community. With someone as gorgeous as
him willing to be his wacky and nerdy self (a clear remnant of Philip’s OG personality),
people soon found themselves championing Alex Crockford and sharing his content
with their friends and family.

With his monthly income continuing to increase exponentially, the former low-level
worker had an itch starting to develop: one to leave the United Kingdom entirely and
start somewhere new. Although he had always viewed Britain as his home, Philip was



eager to use his new income to finally travel beyond the countrylines and explore more
of Europe and the world in whole. Given the fact that Philip had shifted Alex’s career to
mainly revolve around the fitness program via his website (and the upcoming OnlyFans
he was planning) rather than the in-person classes that had caused him to gain Alex’s
body in the first place, there were really no ties holding him back from leaving the
country and starting somewhere new. Luckily, his doting wife was willing to go along
with anything he wanted, so within a few weeks, “Alex” had moved his entire family and
business to the sandy coasts of Spain.

Although there was a bit of an adjustment to adapt to Spain’s culture, Philip soon found
himself firmly enriching himself into the culture to the point where he was even
beginning to get pretty good at his Spanish speaking! In fact, it had gotten good enough
to the point where Philip was able to have a random run-in with a Spanish college
student at a bar one night. While there, the two spent the night downing shots and
talking about their dreams and aspirations, which led to Philip revealing his desires to
further the Crockfit brand to become the biggest fitness influencer in the world and the
student revealing his desires to have success as a coder. As a lightbulb went off in
Philip’s hunky new noggin, the two soon came up with a collaboration that would help
both of them achieve their dreams: a Crockfit app.

Over the last month or so, the student had worked endlessly on the app in-between his
regular college assignments while Philip figured out everything that he wanted the app
to function as. Just a few weeks ago, Philip had finally received a beta version and thus
looked for someone willing to test out the app for him to make sure it was operational.
With a smirk on his face, Philip wasted no time reaching out to his former body and
inviting the new office worker in on the opportunity to trial-run the app for what was soon
to be the biggest fitness app of all time (if everything went according to Philip’s plan).

Of course, the new “Philip” jumped at the opportunity to work with his biggest fitness idol
(and crush), immediately downloading the link that “Alex” sent him. It didn’t even take an
hour before Philip could watch as the former fitness trainer began testing out whether
the various programs worked for him. While this was occurring one morning, Philip
spent some time catching up through the man’s social media to see what the brand new
“Philip” was up to.

As Philip had expected, Alex’s new life was just as uneventful as it had been for him.
There were various Instagram posts showcasing his muscle growth with a prominent
filter slapped over the image, with the occasional post slotting in between regarding
something happening in pop culture. Although Philip used to find these topics



interesting, his life was far too busy practically living in the gym and working on the app
to focus on trivial things such as pop music.

However, there was a small tidbit on “Philip’s” social media that left “Alex” properly
shocked: the man was finally moving into his new flat! After ranting about over 14
months of attempting to get into a new flat (in which he had actually only been Philip for
around 3 months), the former trainer was talking about how absolutely giddy he was to
move into a place of his own since he had been stuck living with his parents during that
time. Although it was certainly a big win for a man who assumed that he had always
been living the life of an underappreciated office worker, Philip couldn’t help but note
how amusing it was to see him so excited about the situation at hand. Just a few
months prior, he had been living in a grand and lavish house; now he was just as
excited to be in a flat that seemed to be the size of Alex’s former living room!

Despite a small bit of underlying guilt about stealing the life of his favorite fitness model,
Philip couldn’t deny that he was living the absolute dream as Alex Crockford. It wasn’t
his fault that they had swapped bodies and Alex had been forced to forget about his
former life, so the new trainer found himself beginning to feel less and less guilty about
the scenario at hand. In fact, as he scrolled through more of “Philip’s” posts, he felt
somewhat happy for the dude. “That’s good for him I guess,” he said with a shrug,
locking his phone as he went off to go enjoy the company of his wife and maybe even
go for a swim along the Spanish coast..

* * * * *

Continuing the photoshoot, “Alex” began to
camp up his poses, smirking a cocky smile
as he flexed and even slid down the
waistband of his pants to further tease his
intended audience. Growing up, he had
learned that sex sells, so he figured he
might as well lean into it now that he has
the hunkiest body possible! But not one to
forget about the purpose of this entire
photoshoot, Alex pulled out his phone and
pulled up the brand new version of Crockfit
app. His beta tests with the hunky office
worker had gone swimmingly, with the app
receiving nothing but praise from the
person he had once been.



While his eyes attempted to remain trained on the camera, the sexy influencer couldn’t
help but spy a few glances to the sides of the set. Further egging him on in his attempts
to serve sex AND essential fitness programs was Sarah, who was hooting and hollering
to the side and talking about how gorgeous he was. From time to time, the former comic
book nerd couldn’t help but chuckle at how clearly in love she was with him. Her
dedication to both him and their marriage was abundantly clear as she followed him
everywhere he wanted her to. In fact, the way her eyes continued to size him up had
even caused the man’s pants begin to tent as he started imagining the passionate sex
they would have as soon as they returned home. Even when the photographer picked
up on his engorged manhood and attempted to stop for a moment, Alex insisted that
they continued. If they couldn’t photoshop the bulge out of his pants (which seemed
likely given his length and girth), Alex knew that they would be the perfect outtakes to
use to launch his OnlyFans!

As Philip, he was constantly looking forward to the few and far between small victories,
but as Alex Crockford, every possibility was available to him… and “Alex” was planning
on taking advantage of every single one!


